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Direct proton-knockout reactions of 55Sc at ∼200 MeV/nucleon were studied at the RIKEN Ra-40

dioactive Isotope Beam Factory. Populated states of 54Ca were investigated through γ-ray and41

invariant-mass spectroscopy. State energies were calculated from the shell model, employing the42

GXPF1Br interaction, and their exclusive cross sections from distorted-wave impulse approximation43

single-particle estimates factored with the shell model spectroscopic factors. Despite the calcula-44

tions showing a significant amplitude of excited neutron configurations in the ground-state of 55Sc,45

valence proton removals populated predominantly the ground-state of 54Ca. This counter-intuitive46

result is attributed to pairing effects leading to a dominance of the ground-state spectroscopic factor.47

Owing to the ubiquity of the pairing interaction, this argument should be generally applicable to48

direct knockout reactions from odd-even to even-even nuclei.49

Perhaps the most profound of the interactions within50

the atomic nucleus is that of pairing. It is well de-51

scribed by a strongly attractive contact force between52

two nucleons (protons and neutrons). Notably, it is why,53

without exception, even-even nuclei have zero total an-54

gular momentum and positive parity, Jπ = 0+, ground55

states. Moreover, it is the origin of odd-even staggering56

of neutron and proton separation energies (Sn and Sp, re-57

spectively). Recently, pairing has been shown to have a58

prominent role in single-nucleon removal cross sections in59

so-called neutron-rich exotic nuclei which have an excess60

of neutrons compared to their stable counterparts [1]. In61

this Letter, a further implication of pairing to direct re-62

actions is demonstrated.63
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Along with pairing, the interaction of a nucleon’s in-64

trinsic (s) and orbital (`) angular momenta has far-65

reaching consequences. In particular, it is necessary66

for the theoretical reproduction of the canonical nuclear67

“magic numbers” [2, 3], 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82..., which re-68

late to large energy gaps between shells of protons and69

neutrons. Nuclei with both proton and neutron numbers70

equalling magic numbers are known as doubly magic. A71

consequence of the pairing interaction, most obvious in72

doubly magic nuclei, is the existence of excited states73

based on the promotion of identical nucleon pairs to74

higher-lying shells into 2-particle-2-hole (2p-2h) states.75

A feature of the tensor force, which describes meson76

exchanges between nucleons, is the attraction of unlike77

nucleons of the same ` (= s, p, d, f...) with different in-78

trinsic spin directions, j> = ` + s and j< = ` − s,79

where E(j>) < E(j<) [4]. It implies an evolution of80

the energies of the spin-orbit generated shells as a func-81

tion of nucleon number in exotic nuclei [5, 6]. Stable82

counterparts of neutron-rich nuclei have occupied pro-83

ton j> orbits, lowering the corresponding neutron j< or-84

bital energy. Low occupancy of the proton j> in the85

neutron-rich case results in less interaction with the neu-86

tron j< orbital allowing E(j<) to increase. In 54Ca, this87

effect, owing to a lack of π(proton)0f7/2 occupation, al-88

lows for a high-lying ν(neutron)0f5/2 orbital which cre-89

ates the non-canonical N(neutron number) = 34 magic90

number [7–9]. A direct analogue exists in 24O where an91

unoccupied π0d5/2 orbital allows a large, compared even92

to the nearby 27Ne [10], gap between ν0d3/2 and ν1s1/2,93

to form, leading to the non-canonical N = 16 magic num-94

ber [11, 12].95

There is some recent evidence that the removal of the96

valence proton from the π0d5/2 orbital in 25F leads to97

∼ 60% population of excited states of 24O [13]. The ex-98

planation for this in Ref. [13] was the induced configura-99

tion mixing of the 24O core neutron states by the lowering100

of the ν0d3/2 energy through an artificially strengthened101

tensor interaction with the π0d5/2 proton. However, from102

the point of view of the pairing interaction, the spectro-103

scopic factor to the ground-state would expected to be104

large. This can be illustrated in a two-level model of105

0p-0h (ground state) and 2p-2h neutron states for 25F106

and 24O. The spectroscopic factor to the ground-state107

of 24O following a π0d3/2 proton removal is dependent108

on the product of amplitudes of the 2p-2h states in 25F109

and 24O which is positive owing to the definite signs of110

the off-diagonal two-body matrix elements of the pairing111

interaction [14].112

Whether the population patterns from direct proton113

removal reactions 55Sc(p, 2p) adhere to the pairing inter-114

action expectation or tensor-driven effects is addressed in115

this letter. As with 25F, 55Sc has a non-canonical doubly116

magic core that results from the absence of tensor-driven117

attraction and a single proton in the orbital that acts to118

lower the valence neutron energies. In the present work119
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FIG. 1. Identified ions in front of (a) and behind (b) the
reaction target. In (a), the ellipse indicates the software gate
placed on 55Sc. In (b), gates applied to select 53Ca and 54Ca
are shown as dashed and solid ellipses, respectively. The scale
is counts per bin and applies to (a) and (b).

and Ref. [13], projectiles were produced under the same120

conditions and the same reaction is employed at an en-121

ergy of ∼ 200 MeV/nucleon.122

The first study of 54Ca populated through direct re-123

actions is presented. Exclusive cross sections of ground124

and excited states have been measured as well as ` values125

of removed nucleons that populated them. Only through126

application of invariant-mass spectroscopy to the heavi-127

est exotic nucleus to date were such measurements pos-128

sible for the unbound states. Comparisons of the mea-129

surements were made to distorted-wave impulse approx-130

imation (DWIA) [15, 16] and conventional shell model131

calculations, the latter employing the GXPF1Br interac-132

tion [7] in the full sd-pf -gds model space. From the com-133

parisons, ` values of removed nucleons and tentative Jπ134

assignments to excited states of 54Ca were determined.135

The results show predominant ground- and excited-state136

population of 54Ca through valence and core proton re-137

movals, respectively.138

Experimental investigations were conducted at the Ra-139

dioactive Isotope Beam Factory, operated by the RIKEN140

Nishina Center and the Center for Nuclear Study, Uni-141

versity of Tokyo. A 240 pnA beam of 70Zn30+ was ac-142

celerated to 345 MeV/nucleon and secondary beams of143

isotopes produced from its fragmentation on a 10-mm-144

thick 9Be target situated at the entrance of BigRIPS [18],145

a two-stage fragment separator. Constituents of the146

secondary beams were selected and separated up until147

the 3rd focal plane of BigRIPS by their magnetic rigid-148

ity (Bρ) through two dipole magnets and energy loss149

(∆E) through an Al wedge-shaped degrader situated be-150

tween the dipole magnets. The time-of-flight (TOF),151

Bρ, and ∆E were recorded for each ion between the152

3rd and 7th focal planes. These measurements were153

combined to provide unambiguous particle identification154

(PID) of the ions’ mass-to-charge ratio and atomic num-155

ber [19], shown in Fig. 1(a). Following identification,156

the secondary beams were transported to the MINOS de-157

vice [20], a 151(1)-mm-long liquid hydrogen (LH2) target158
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FIG. 2. (a) Doppler-corrected γ-ray spectrum of the 55Sc(p, 2p) reaction populating bound states. The total fit function
(red line) comprises simulated response functions of DALI2+ (blue short-dashed lines) and a double-exponential background
(black long-dashed line). The inset spectrum is that in coincidence with the 2021-keV transition, where the blue dashed lines
are intensity-fixed responses assuming the shown level scheme. Arrow widths on the level scheme represent relative γ-ray
intensities. (b) Relative energy spectrum of 55Sc(p, 2p)54Ca*→53Ca+1n. The total fit function (red line) is the sum of the
simulated responses of NeuLAND+NEBULA and beam-line detectors (blue short-dashed lines), and a non-resonant background
(black long-dashed line). Inset is the decay scheme to 53Ca, level energies are with respect to the 53Ca ground-state energy and
arrow widths are relative decay strengths. (c–f) PMDs of residual 54Ca (c,d) and 53Ca+1n (e,f) following 55Sc(p, 2p) reactions
in coincidence with various states. “Inc. unbound” infers the inclusive PMD for unbound states, otherwise labels of (c–f)
correspond to (g), which shows the energies, cross sections, and Jπ assignments of observed states. Data points in (c–f) are
observed and solid curves are predicted by the DWIA for the d-, f -, and s-wave proton removals normalized to experimental
cross sections. Where appropriate, Sn and S2n [17] values are indicated.

surrounded by a time projection chamber (TPC) situ-159

ated at the focal plane designated “F13” which is ∼40 m160

downstream of the 7th focal plane. Surrounding MINOS161

was the DALI2+ array of 226 NaI(Tl) crystals [21, 22]162

for the high-efficiency detection (∼23% for a 2 MeV γ163

ray emitted at βion ≈ 0.6) of γ rays emitted by ex-164

cited states populated by secondary reactions. Behind165

MINOS, reaction residues were identified, as shown in166

Fig. 1(b), with the SAMURAI spectrometer by their Bρ167

through a single dipole magnet, TOF from the target168

to a hodoscope, and energy loss in the hodoscope [23].169

Reaction vertices in the LH2 target were identified with170

a precision of ∼2 mm (σ) by tracking incoming frag-171

ments with beam-line detectors and tracking protons172

ejected from the target with the surrounding TPC [24].173

Fragment velocities at the reaction vertex were recon-174

structed using the vertex position and velocity measured175

in SAMURAI. Beam-velocity neutron-detection was re-176

alised with NEBULA [23, 25], comprising two assem-177

blies of 60 vertically-aligned 12×12×180 cm3 detectors178

arranged in a 2×30 configuration, and NeuLAND [26],179

one assembly of 400 5×5×250 cm3 detectors arranged in180

alternating vertically- and horizontally-aligned planes of181

50 detectors. The center of NeuLAND was 11.8 m from182

the center of the LH2 target, and the two NEBULA as-183

semblies were at 14.4 and 15.3 m. Neutron energies were184

calculated from their velocities which were derived from185

their TOFs and flight paths.186

Doppler-corrected γ-ray spectra following the187
55Sc(p, 2p) reaction, Fig. 2(a), show γ-ray peaks at188

445(16), 1210(30), 1661(17), and 2021(17) keV, consis-189

tent with Ref. [7]. Coincidences between the 2021-keV190

transition and all others were observed, shown inset of191

Fig. 2(a), with intensities which imply the level scheme192

shown in Fig. 2(a). In the coincidence spectrum, an193

excess of counts appears at ∼560 keV, with a corre-194

sponding excess in the singles spectrum. Assuming this195

takes the form of a γ-ray transition, a fitted value of196

561(19) keV is obtained with a 0.04(2) mb cross section.197

With a significance of just over 1σ, it is not considered198

in the calculation of other partial cross sections. The199

strength at ∼300 keV in the coincidence spectrum is200
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likely Bremsstrahlung background. The parallel mo-201

mentum distributions (PMDs) of the reaction products202

in coincidence with their populated state provides203

information on the `-value of the removed nucleon.204

PMDs of 54Ca nuclei in the ground, Fig. 2(c), and (3−),205

Fig. 2(d), states were measured with a resolution of206

∼34 MeV/c (σ) which was inferred from unreacted 55Sc207

nuclei [27]. The ground-state PMD is consistent with208

the removal of an f -wave proton and the (3−) PMD209

has χ2/degree of freedom for the d and f curves of210

0.56 and 0.64, respectively, slightly favoring the removal211

from a d orbital. The f -like PMD of the ground-state212

population supports previous evidence for a Jπ = 7/2−213
55Sc ground-state [28] it almost certainly reflects a214

valence π0f7/2 orbital. Since the 2+1 state population215

is dominated by feeding from the (3−) state, its PMD216

only reflects the (3−1 ) structure, it can be found with217

the inclusive PMD in Ref. [27]. From these observations218

and those in Ref. [7], a 3−1 state with a π0f17/20d−13/2219

configuration is suggested for the 3680(20) keV level.220

Decays of unbound states of 54Ca, first inferred221

through inelastic scattering [9], are shown in the rela-222

tive energy (Erel) spectrum of 53Ca and respective emit-223

ted neutrons in Fig. 2(b). Erel spectra in coincidence224

with individual states of 53Ca, so-called exclusive spec-225

tra, were used to isolate overlapping peaks and construct226

the decay scheme shown in Fig. 2(b) [27]. Peaks were fit-227

ted with Breit-Wigner distributions [29] folded with ex-228

perimental responses of the NeuLAND+NEBULA array229

and beam-line detectors. A low-amplitude background230

with a shape generated from event-mixing [30, 31] is231

consistent with a high-statistics study performed with a232

similar experimental set-up [32]. Transitions strengths233

at 0.102(21), 0.546(58), and 2.92(12) MeV were iden-234

tified in coincidence with the 53Ca ground state, at235

0.1013(54), 0.583(13), 1.224(74), and 1.955(45) MeV with236

the 1738-keV state, and at 0.385(13), 0.672(21), and237

1.454(33) MeV with the 2220-keV state. Summing the238

decay energies with their coincident 53Ca state energies239

suggests that the 2.92-, 1.224-, and 0.672-MeV decays240

depopulate a common state, as do the 1.955- and 1.454-241

MeV decays. The levels and their cross sections are sum-242

marized in Fig. 2(g). An exclusive PMD was extracted243

for the level strength at 6758 keV, as shown in Fig. 2(f),244

owing to its ∼3-MeV decay being isolated in the Erel245

spectrum of Fig. 2(b), and conforms to a d-wave proton246

removal. Other exclusive cross sections do not provide247

conclusive results. The inclusive PMD for the full Erel248

strength, Fig. 2(e), is consistent with a d-wave proton249

removal. Assuming a π0d3/2 proton removal and a 7/2−250
55Sc ground state, as suggested by Fig. 2(c), gives pos-251

sible Jπ = 2, 3, 4, 5− for the unbound states. Therefore,252

most observed excited states shown in Fig. 2(g) are likely253

of π0f17/20d−13/2 structure. The relative energy spectrum254

of 55Sc(p, 2p)54Ca*→52Ca+2n has too few statistics for255
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interpretation.256

Figure 2(g) and the upper panel of Fig. 3 summa-257

rize measured level energies and population cross sections258

from this work. Theoretical cross sections and energies259

are displayed in the lower panel of Fig. 3. Energies were260

calculated from the conventional shell model using the261

GXPF1Br interaction in the full sd-pf -gds model space,262

including both 0g7/2 and 0g9/2 orbitals. Cross sections263

are those of the DWIA single-particle values scaled with264

spectroscopic factors from the same calculation as used265

for the energies [27]. Measured cross sections of the 0+1 ,266

1.20(13) mb, and (2+1 ), 0.121(84) mb, states are repro-267

duced by the calculated, 1.65 mb and 0.086 mb, respec-268

tively. Moreover, the measured (2+1 ) energy is in agree-269

ment with theory. Some population of the 0+2 state is270

predicted with a cross section consistent with that of the271

low-significance 561-keV γ-ray candidate, not shown on272

Fig. 3. To a very good approximation, the predicted273

3+1 at 2.99 MV has zero cross section, consistent with274

observation of the (3+1 ) state at the lower 2.47 MeV.275

The predicted 3−1 state is unbound, contrary to observa-276

tion, however, the measured cross section, 0.316(43) mb,277

agrees well with the predicted 0.35 mb. It is notewor-278

thy that similar contributions to the 3−1 state from the279

π1s1/2, 0.19 mb, and π0d3/2, 0.16 mb, orbitals are pre-280

dicted. The state’s experimental PMD shown in Fig. 2(d)281

does not reflect such a contribution. The inclusive cross282
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section to bound states was measured to be 1.69(3) mb,283

close to the predicted 1.83 mb, suggesting little quenching284

compared to what is expected from such reactions [33].285

Above Sn, it is stressed that whilst the cross sections are286

indicated at the level energies shown in Fig. 2(g), they287

are likely distributed across many unresolvable states.288

Broadly speaking, the location of level strengths are in289

good agreement with prediction. Between Sn and S2n290

a total level strength of 3.57(30) mb is observed, com-291

pared with predicted 5.30, 5.19, 4.87, and 4.75 mb con-292

sidering the dfs, ds, df , and d contributions, respectively,293

and subtracting the 3−1 contribution. Beyond S2n, within294

the experimentally sensitive range, 2.12, 2.09, 0.96, and295

0.93 mb population strengths are predicted for dfs, ds,296

df , and d contributions, respectively, compared to a lower297

limit of >1.01 mb deduced from a 1.14(13) mb strength298

in the 1n channel. The over-prediction in the range299

Sn < Elevel < S2n may result from some levels predicted300

to lie below S2n in-fact existing beyond it and decaying301

via 2n emission, since the bound-state decays are well re-302

produced by the prediction, quenching of spectroscopic303

factors is unlikely. In addition, it is noted that exclusion304

of the deeply bound π1s1/2 contribution lowers predicted305

cross section towards the measured value. As for cross306

sections of the strengths beyond S2n, direct comparison307

to theory is difficult owing to the lack of sensitivity to308

the 2n decay channel. If the bold assumption is made309

that the levels observed in the 53Ca+1n Erel spectra only310

decay via 1n emission, excluding the π1s1/2 contribution311

brings the predicted value to agreement with observation.312

Proton removal from π0d3/2 dominates the excited states,313

reflected by the inclusive PMD. Whilst a strong popu-314

lation of the 4−9 state following π1s1/2 proton removal is315

predicted it is not observed clearly in any PMD, possibly316

due to the influence of states populated by π0d3/2 proton317

removal.318

Negligible population of excited states of 54Ca origi-319

nates from the proton removal from π0f7/2 in 55Sc. All320

excited states are consistent with population from core-321

proton removals, predominantly from π0d3/2, and poten-322

tially π1s1/2. These findings are contrary to the analo-323

gous case of 25F(p, 2p) [13], in which valence proton re-324

movals preferentially populated excited states of 24O.325

The shell model calculations result in 0p-0h (closed326

N = 34 shell) contributions of the 55Sc and 54Ca ground-327

state wavefunctions as 64.2% and 89.4%, respectively.328

The remainder of the contributions are dominated by 2p-329

2h configurations. Despite this erosion of the N = 34 clo-330

sure in 55Sc, which is supported by experiment [34], the331

spectroscopic factors (C2S) show removal from π0f7/2332

mostly populates the ground-state of 54Ca, as observed333

experimentally. This can be understood through a simple334

two-level system of both 55Sc and 54Ca. Assuming each335

have wavefunctions that only have contributions from 0p-336

0h (φ0p0h) and 2p-2h (φ2p2h) configurations,337

Ψ
(55Sc) = α0p0hφ0p0h

(55Sc)+ α2p2hφ2p2h
(55Sc) ,

Ψ
(54Ca) = β0p0hφ0p0h

(54Ca)+ β2p2hφ2p2h
(54Ca) ,

where α and β are real numbers satisfying α2
0p0h+α2

2p2h =338

1 and β2
0p0h+β2

2p2h = 1. With vanishing overlaps of φ0p0h339

and φ2p2h, the spectroscopic factor to the ground state340

of 54Ca can be expressed as,341

C2Sg.s. = (α0p0hβ0p0h + α2p2hβ2p2h)2. (1)

Since pairing forces have a definite sign in their off-342

diagonal two-body matrix elements, the amplitudes α2p2h343

and β2p2h take on the same sign [14]. Therefore,344

α2p2hβ2p2h > 0 leading to a large C2Sg.s. following the re-345

moval of a valence proton. With α0p0h = 0.642, β0p0h =346

0.894, α2p2h =
√

1− α0p0h, and β2p2h =
√

1− β0p0h,347

Eq. 1 yields C2Sg.s. = 0.907, and from the full cal-348

culation, including all other contributions, C2Sg.s. =349

0.828 for the proton removal from π0f7/2. For the350

singly-occupied π0f7/2 orbital,
∑
C2S ≈ 1, leaving lit-351

tle remaining spectroscopic strength available to excited352

states. Therefore, despite the tensor-induced configura-353

tion mixing of the 54Ca core of 55Sc, conditions result-354

ing from the pairing force lead to dominant ground-state355

population following valence proton removal.356

In conclusion, the ground and excited states of the357

non-canonical doubly magic 54Ca have been populated358

through direct proton-knockout reactions on a LH2 target359

from 55Sc. Orbital angular momenta of removed protons360

were inferred through PMDs of reaction residues. The361

level scheme of 54Ca [7] was expanded to beyond the S2n362

threshold through γ-ray and invariant-mass spectroscopy.363

The latter being for the first time applied to such a heavy364

neutron-rich system. All observed excited states popu-365

lated through the 55Sc(p, 2p), reaction were attributed to366

removal of protons from the 54Ca core. Valence-proton367

removals populated predominantly the ground-state of368
54Ca despite significant neutron-excitation amplitudes in369

the ground-state configuration of 55Sc. The reasoning370

behind this was the constructive effects from the pairing371

interaction on the ground state spectroscopic factor, ex-372

hausting the strength available to excited states. Consid-373

ering the ubiquity of the pairing interaction, it is interest-374

ing this effect is seemingly overridden by tensor forces in375

the 25F(p, 2p) case [13]. It is noteworthy that the experi-376

ment carried out in Ref. [13] did not have beam-velocity377

neutron-detection capability. An experiment similar to378

the one reported here would enable the population of379

individual unbound states of 24O to be quantitatively380

studied, leading to a more robust comparison to the pre-381

dicted spectroscopic factors. With such information, the382

interplay of the tensor and pairing interactions in direct383

reactions could be consolidated.384
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